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Abstract: A sizable proportion of deployed machine learning models make their decisions in a black-box manner. Such decision-making procedures are susceptible to intrinsic biases, which has led to a call for accountability in deployed decision systems. In this work, we present a first-of-its-kind practical system (AVOIR) for the auditing of (deployed) black-box AI models against various fairness criteria. AVOIR permits the user to flexibly design and specify the fairness criterion (including non-binary and intersectional notions of fairness) they want to audit within a custom domain specific language (DSL). It then relies on the mathematical notion of confidence sets to facilitate the runtime monitoring of probabilistic assertions over said fairness metrics on the corresponding decision functions associated with modern AI models. AVOIR enables the automated inference of probabilistic guarantees and the visual exploration of fairness violations aligned with recent regulatory requirements. In this talk we will describe the AVOIR system and then we will illustrate through case studies how AVOIR can help detect and localize fairness violations and help model designers and ML engineers ameliorate such issues.
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